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ABSTRACT
The objective of this work was to develop a method for distributing snow properties on a
landscape that is less dependent on extensive mass and energy balance modeling, yet provides a
realistic distribution of snow depth and density across the environmental gradients of elevation,
slope, azimuth, and forest type. In this paper, we present important progress toward development
of such an approach. A shaped solution domain was identified for snow depth, water equivalent,
and density. The pinched-cone shape describes the differentiation of the snow properties with
slope and azimuth and is approximated by an analytical equation with only two coefficients.
Knowledge of the solution domain shape permits a few model runs or measurements to be
exploited to define a continuous solution for all slope–azimuth combinations. The shaped
solutions morph over time and environmental gradients.
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INTRODUCTION
This research effort arose from a requirement for distributed snow depth and density for use in
high-resolution ground vehicle mobility assessment models used by the U.S. Army (Shoop et al.
2004, Richmond et al. 2005). The requirement was for a realistic distribution of snow depth and
density across the environmental gradients of elevation, slope, azimuth, and forest type. An
approach that is widely applicable and that decreases the dependence on extensive snow property
modeling is needed because the computational and data storage aspects of the mobility model
cannot be overburdened by snow process computations and snow solution storage. Yet, the
distribution of snow properties across a landscape is a complex problem that requires distribution
of mass and energy balance in a high-resolution (30-m) landscape.
One way to visualize this problem is to determine the likely snow depth at a remote point, given
a snow depth at a point on a landscape (Fig. 1). The known point might be where we are standing,
at a low elevation and on a south-facing slope. The point in question may be across the next ridge
on a north-facing slope and at higher elevation. We know there is likely to be more snow at the
remote point, but we do not know how much more. A method for making this extrapolation to an
unknown point (or every point in the landscape) without resorting to extensive calculations would
be quite useful.
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In this paper, we present important progress toward development of such an approach. We have
found that the solution domains for snow depth, snow water equivalent, and snow density have a
predictable shape that can be approximated by an analytical equation with only two coefficients.

Figure 1. Snow depth across a landscape showing shallow snow (dark) at south-facing point A
and deeper snow (light tone) on north-facing slope and higher elevation point B.

BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
The approach taken was to investigate snow properties as a function of slope, azimuth,
elevation, and forest canopy transmissivity using a snow model that has a proven record of
accurately representing snowpack processes. The model solution domain was analyzed for
structure in snow property differentiation without mapping to any particular landscape.
SNTHERM (Jordan 1991), SHAW (Flerchinger et al. 1994), UEB (Tarboton and Luce 1996), and
ISNOBAL (Marks 1999) are examples of physically based models that accurately simulate mass
and energy transfer in snowpacks. The complexity and computational intensity of the models and
meteorological driver requirements usually restrict their use to point simulations or small research
drainage basins (Marks 1999). With the exception of ISNOBAL, these models are not intended for
explicit mapping (pixel by pixel). We chose SNTHERM (Jordan 1991) because of past experience
with the model (Melloh et al. 2004) and used a recent update (SLTHERM) that includes mass and
energy transfer between the snow and soil.
We designed a method that would be broadly applicable to a hilly, forested landscape in New
Hampshire or Vermont similar to the landscapes of the Sleepers River Research Watershed near
Danville, Vermont; Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest near Thornton, New Hampshire; and the
Ethan Allen Firing Range near Jericho, Vermont. The first planned application of the method
developed here is for a high-resolution mobility model of the Ethan Allen Firing Range. Hubbard
Brook, Sleepers River, and Ethan Allen all have similar climate, topography, and elevation ranges
from approximately 200 to 1000 m. The tree species are predominantly northern deciduous
hardwoods, including sugar maple (Acer sacharum), beech (Fagus grandifoia) and yellow birch
(Betula allegheniensis). White ash (Fraximus americana) is found at middle and lower elevations.
Red spruce (Picea rubens), balsam fir (Abies balsamea), and white birch (Betula papyrifera var.
cordifolia) occur at the higher elevations and on rock outcrops. Hemlock (Tsunga canadensis) is
found along the streams.
Solar radiation, when calculated as a function of slope and azimuth and visualized in an array,
displays a gradually changing symmetrical pattern across the array and with calendar progression
(Fig. 2). It seemed plausible that snowmelt differentiation due to slope and azimuth would also
follow a tractable pattern. Slope–azimuth combinations were selected by examining plots of clearsky solar radiation over the snow season (Fig. 2). South- and north-facing exposures were
emphasized over east- and west-facing exposures in the selection of slope–azimuth combinations
because the magnitude of daily solar radiation varies less with terrain slope for east and west
exposures. Modifications were made to the base meteorological data to drive the snowpack energy
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and mass balances for 540 environments: the product of 27 slope–azimuth combinations, five
forest canopy transmissivities, and four elevations.
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Figure 2. (Top) Relative clear sky radiation for the months of October through February plotted for terrain
slopes of 0° to 55° for each month, and for all azimuths. (Bottom) SLTHERM solutions were obtained for the
center points of these 27 slope–azimuth regions.

METHODS
Distributing the snowpack energy balance
Terrain elevation, slope, azimuth, and forest canopy greatly influence the mass and energy
balance of the snowpack and the spatial distribution of snowpack properties. Our approach to
distributing a mass and energy balance in the hilly, forested terrain of New England was to modify
meteorological data measured at an open site so that it represents the meteorological gradients
imposed by elevation, slope, azimuth, and forest cover. The energy balance of a snowpack may be
expressed as

QM + QΔ = QK + QL + QE + QH + QP + QG
where
QM = snowmelt,
Q+ = change in stored heat,
QK = solar (or shortwave) radiation,
QL = terrestrial (or longwave) radiation,
QE = latent heat transfer (evaporation and condensation),
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(1)

QH = sensible heat transfer,
QP = heat advected by rainwater, and
QG = conduction of ground heat.
South-facing slopes receive more solar radiation (Fig. 2). Forest canopies transmit only a
percentage of the above canopy radiation to the snowpack; decrease longwave losses under cold,
clear sky conditions; emit longwave radiation; and reduce wind speeds that reduce latent and
sensible heat transfers. Precipitation and temperature lapse rates combine to accumulate more
snow at higher elevations.
The meteorological data used were collected by the Forest Service at the Hubbard Brook
Experimental Forest (HBEF) at 252-m elevation in an open field during the fall of 2002 and
winter of 2003 (USDA 2004). Meteorological variations were created from the original base
meteorology for 540 combinations of 27 slope–azimuths, four elevations (300, 500, 700, and 900
m) and five canopy solar transmissivities (0.14, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0). Canopy transmissivity
(Tr) is a continuous variable rather than discrete; however, most forest cover maps are categorical
and these discrete values were chosen to represent conifer, mixed conifer-deciduous, deciduous,
sparse canopy, and no canopy, respectively.
Solar and terrestrial radiation
Solar radiation on slopes was calculated within SLTHERM using a cosine correction for
illumination angle. Subcanopy shortwave radiation (KSC) was calculated from solar radiation
measured in the open (KIN):

K SC = K IN Tr .

(2)

Reflected solar radiation was calculated using a constant albedo of 0.78:

K SCout = 0.78 K SC .

(3)

Terrestrial radiation under the forest canopy (LINforest) was calculated as

LINforest = (1 − Tr ) ε TempK 4 + (Tr LIN )

(4)

where emissivity (ε) of the forest is taken as 0.96, the effective temperature of the forest is
estimated by the air temperature (TempK), and σ is the Stephan–Boltzman constant (5.67 ×
10–8 Wm–2 K–4). LIN is terrestrial radiation in the open (no canopy) and is calculated for three
conditions: 100% clear (LINclear), 100% cloudy (LINcloud), and partly cloudy (LINpart).

LINcloud = ε σ TempK 4 .

(5)

LINclear = LINcloud − A + OFF .

(6)

A = −0.4842 [228 + 11.6 ( SVP 0.5 − AVP 0.5 )] .

(7)

LINpart = LINcloud − CI ( A − OFF ) .

(8)

Equations 5, 6, and 7 were adapted from Anderson and Baker (1967) with a locality offset
(OFF) determined for a site near Danville, Vermont (Melloh et al. 2004). SVP and AVP are
saturation and actual vapor pressures. The clear-sky index (CI) is the ratio of observed solar
radiation KIN to clear-sky radiation KCS calculated by methods presented by Dingman (1993).
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Temperature, precipitation, windspeed
An average temperature lapse rate of –6.5 °C over 1000-m elevation rise was adopted.
Precipitation gage undercatch was corrected in the base meteorology by adding between 0 to 41
percent of the measured precipitation over the windspeed range of 0 to greater than 7 ms–1 for a
Universal gage with an Alter shield (Goodison 1978). A precipitation multiplier (Pm) applied with
increased elevation (E)

⎛ E − 252 ⎞
PM = 1 + ⎜
⎟ 0.75
⎝ 1000 ⎠

(9)

was adapted from Dingman’s (1988, 1993) study of mean annual precipitation–elevation trends in
New Hampshire and Vermont. Precipitation interception loss (PI) was expressed in terms of
canopy transmissivity (Tr) as

PI = (1 − Tr ) PM

(10)

and PI was limited to a maximum of

PIm ax = 0.0005 (1 − Tr ) .
3

(11)

Precipitation type was assumed to be rain if the temperature was above 275.5 K, snow below
273.2 K and a mix of snow and rain between these two temperatures (Jordan 1991). The initial
snow-grain diameter was set at 0.0000254 m. The results of using Equations 9, 10, and 11 (Fig. 3)
are increased precipitation (rain and snow) and increased snowfall with increased elevation. There
is also decreased precipitation and snowfall under fuller canopies. The larger difference between
the 300- and 500-m elevation snowfalls indicates a snowline occurs, at times, below the 500-m
elevation (Fig. 3).
A wind lapse rate was set at 15% increase for each 200-m elevation gain. Wind modification by
canopy was an adaptation of an equation suggested by Dunne and Leopold (1978)

W = w [1 − 0.8 (1 − Tr )

(12)

where w is wind measured in the open and W is wind in the subcanopy.
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Figure 3. Precipitation and snowfall values are water equivalent summed over Julian days 300 to 110. (Left)
Increased precipitation with elevation and increased interception with increased canopy fullness. (Right)
Increased snowfall with elevation, increased interception with increased canopy fullness, and snowline
development below 500 m. Only snowfalls for temperatures below 273.2 K are included.
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SLTHERM Model initiation
Snowpack properties for the 540 meteorological sub-environments were modeled with
SLTHERM. SLTHERM is a new version of SNTHERM (Jordan 1991) that has enhanced
capability to model moisture and energy transfer between the snowpack and soil. SNTHERM is a
well-tested and internationally known physically based snow process model. The simulation
period initiated on 27 October (Julian day 300) and continued through snow accumulation and
finally snowmelt. An initial snow temperature profile was available from Sleepers River Research
Watershed (SRRW) at 900-m elevation and lapsed at a rate of 6.5 °C over 1000 m to the lower
elevations.
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Figure 4. The modeled snow depth time-series for each of the 27 slope–azimuth cases for sparse forest.
The top line is the most north-facing, and the bottom line the most south-facing modeled time series.

RESULTS
Shaped solution domains for snow depth
The snow model solutions (Fig. 4) for sparse canopy at 900-m elevation for each of the 27
slope–azimuth cases illustrate that the snow depths differentiate with time following snowfall
events, and that the differentiation becomes more pronounced in late winter and spring as the
snowpack ablates. The slope–azimuth and canopy dependence of solar radiation is the driving
force behind snow property differentiation. On day 60 the snowpack has differentiated mildly with
azimuth and terrain slope (Figs. 4, 5), by day 82 additional snow has fallen and further
differentiation has occurred, and on day 110 the snowpack is shallow and highly differentiated.
The 540 model solutions generated output for 20 time-series plots such as Figure 4, one for each
of the five forest and four elevation combinations.
A three-dimensional (3-D) solution domain in the shape of a pinched cone is suggested by the
terrain slope versus snow-depth plot (Fig. 5) if one visualizes the bold lines (east-facing azimuths)
to be in the foreground and the dashed lines (west-facing azimuths) to be in the background. The
cone vertex position along the x-axis (Fig. 5) represents the snow depth for the no-slope case and
the vertex translates to the right along the x-axis in response to new snow (day 60 to day 82) or to
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the left in response to snow compaction or ablation (day 82 to day 110). The increased radius of
the cone indicates increased snow depth differentiation by slope–azimuth with increased terrain
slope. Elongation along the north-south axis of the cone (Fig. 6) occurs because snow depth
differentiates more for north- to south-facing (x-axis) than for east- to west-facing slopes (y-axis).
A pinched-cone shape that approximates the solution domain (Fig. 6) is given by the equation

z=

x2 + y 2
x2
−
a2
b2

(13)

where x and y are Cartesian coordinates that determine the radius

r = x2 + y2

(14)

and where the radius represents the difference in the snow depth from the 0° terrain slope case.
The slope azimuth (θ) direction is given by a radial coordinate system about the z-axis (Fig. 6).
Coefficients a and b satisfy the equations

a=

y
z

⎛1 z ⎞
b=⎜ − ⎟
⎝a x ⎠

when x = 0 and y = minimum radius

(15)

when y = 0 and x= maximum radius.

(16)
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Figure 5. Modeled snow depths (x-axis) for days 60, 82, and 110 plotted against terrain slope. The circles
on day 110 indicate the snow model solutions. Bold lines are east-facing azimuths and dashed lines are
west-facing azimuths. The 18° azimuth is the most south-facing and 198° the most north-facing.
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Figure6. The squashed-cone shaped solution in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems,
representing the snow-depth differentiation with slope and azimuth.

The SLTHERM model solutions plot along the z = 8.5° and z = 20° contours (Fig. 7) of the
pinched cone and verify that equation 13 approximates the shape of the solution domain. Southfacing Δ snow depths are negative and north-facing Δ snow depths are positive (Fig. 6 and 7) and,
as a result, the shape given by equation 13 must be corrected to pass through r = 0 on the
minimum axis. The available SLTHERM solutions suggest that an 18° rotation corrects for eastwest asymmetry. The long axis is along 18° and 198° rather than directly north-south and the
minimum axis is along 108o and 288o azimuths (rather than directly east-west). The asymmetry
likely arises because west-facing slopes receive the afternoon sun through a more transmissive
atmosphere than east-facing slopes that receive the morning sun. A gradual correction to r=0 at the
108° and 288° azimuths modifies the cone shape within ±18o of the minimum axis (between 90o
and 126o, and between 270o and 306o) where SLTHERM solutions were not computed (Fig. 7).
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Pinched-cone dimensions for each slope–azimuth–forest environment were determined by finding
the coefficients (a and b) needed to match the SLTHERM solutions for each respective
environment. Some of the SLTHERM model solutions do not lie as close to the contours as others
(Fig. 7). Additional model studies at additional azimuths are needed to refine the rotation and
fundamental shape if necessary, and shorter time steps (< 1hr) may be necessary to obtain more
consistent results. Equation 13 (with the r=0 at the minimum axis correction) is a reasonable first
approximation of the solution domain shape. An equation that predicts r (Δ snow depth) as a
function of z and θo will be developed for future applications (Melloh et al. in review).
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Figure 7. Contour plot of the cone at terrain slopes of z = 20° (outer contour) and 8.5° (inner contour)
with day 110 sparse forest SLTHERM solutions (circles) shown. Solid circles are for z = 20° and open circles
for z = 8.5° terrain slopes. The facing azimuths are indicated on the compass. The Δ snow depths (cm) are
positive beneath and negative above the east-west axis. An r=0 correction is sketched in at the minimum axis.

Shaped solution transitions over time and canopy gradients
The shaped solutions for deciduous forest for days 60, 82, and 110 (Fig. 8 top) present an
expanding cone over time as the snowpack ablates. The radii of the cone-shaped solutions contract
progressively across the decreasing canopy transmittance gradient of open to conifer (Fig. 8
bottom). The cone-shaped solutions over the canopy transition nest neatly inside one another when
the vertices are co-located.
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Figure 8. (Top) Snow depth shaped solutions over time in the deciduous forest at 900-m elevation. The snow
depths for 0° terrain slopes are shown above each cone for days 60, 82, and 110. In both top and bottom, the
arrows at the vertices represent the maximum (north-south) and minimum (east-west) Δ snow depths (cm)
relative to the 0° slope case. (Bottom) Snow depth shaped solutions over the forest environmental range on
day 110 at 900-m elevation. Snow depths for 0° slopes are listed on the x-axis. Corrections on minimum axes
not shown.

Shaped solutions for snow water equivalent and density
Snow water equivalent (SWE) variation with terrain slope and azimuth (Fig. 9) displays
similarly to snow depth variation (Fig. 5). The SWE solution domain can also be approximated by
the pinched-cone equation (Fig. 10). A snow density shaped solution was calculated by dividing
the axes dimensions of the snow water equivalent cone by those of the snow depth cone (Fig. 10).
DISCUSSION
Shaped solution domains for snow properties are a way to extend what we know about snow
property differentiation with solar radiation and forest cover. The snow cone is an interpolation
surface; a few model runs or measurements are exploited to define a continuous solution. The
pinched-cone shape can be defined by three model runs: 1) the no-slope case, 2) a slope–azimuth
combination that defines the maximum diameter of the cone, and 3) a slope–azimuth combination
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that defines a second point on the cone. The three points defining the shaped solution do not have
to be these specific ordinates because any three points on the cone will define the shape; however,
points near these extremes are recommended. The fundamental shape of the solution domain can
be used to help plan snow measurement networks. In the absence of model solutions,
measurements at a few key locations in a basin might be used to define a cone shape and provide
an estimate of the snow properties for any slope–azimuth combination of similar canopy and
elevation. Locations in contrasting canopy or elevation can define the change in cone dimension
with these environmental gradients.
Mathematics on the solution domains provides another interpolation route. Our first application
of the shaped solution domains will be to distribute snow depth and density across the landscape
of the Ethan Allen Firing Range near Jericho, Vermont, for a vehicle mobility model. Interpolating
between the shaped solution domains of the 20 slope–azimuth–canopy–elevation environments
permits creation of a continuous snow property map across the landscape if continuous maps of
each of the environmental variables are available (slope, azimuth, canopy transmissivity, and
elevation). The forest map at Ethan Allen Firing Range is categorical, thus our forest component
interpolation will also be categorical. Other examples of solution domain mathematics include
snow density computations from snow water equivalent and snow depth cones, and melt rate
calculations by differencing snow water equivalent cones over time. Equation 13 (with a shape
correction to r=0 at the minimum axis) is a good approximation of the fundamental shape for our
intended application. Additional model studies at shorter time steps to improve model consistency
and potentially refine the azimuths of the major axes are warranted. An equation that predicts r (Δ
snow depth) as a function of z and θo will be developed for future applications (Melloh et al. in
review).
The shaped solution domains were developed to map snow properties in a hilly forested terrain
typical of New Hampshire and Vermont and over a relatively small basin. The method is likely to
be useful in other situations, though adaptations are needed to deal with large basins, topographic
shading, and blowing snow. The presented method will not be especially useful on plains and
prairies where the topography is flat, and where there is significant blowing snow. Using a cone
method over larger basins will require adaptations to account for latitudinal and longitudinal
meteorological gradients. The cone does not account for topographic shading, an important
consideration in mountainous basins. Also of interest is how the cone shape changes with
changing maximum sun angle at lower and higher latitudes. It is also important to recognize that
the cone solutions represent mean snow properties, and on any given slope in the field there will
be variability about the mean due to microclimate and local deposition.
CONCLUSION
A shaped solution domain was identified for snow depth, water equivalent, and density. The
pinched-cone shape describes the differentiation of the snow properties with slope and azimuth
relative to the no-slope case represented by the vertex of the cone. The shaped solution domain is
approximated by an analytical equation with only two coefficients. A time series of snow
properties over a snow season can be described efficiently by a time series of three numbers: the
snow property for the no-slope case, and the two coefficients. Interpolating between the shaped
solution domains of slope–azimuth–canopy–elevation environments permits creation of a
continuous snow property map across the landscape if continuous maps of each of the
environmental variables are available (slope, azimuth, canopy transmissivity, and elevation).
Knowledge of the shape of the solution domain can be exploited to portray snow property
differentiation across environments and may lead to less model-intensive approaches of estimating
snow properties across a landscape.
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